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Mesa boogie mark iv petrucci settings

View Photos Mathieu Heurtault/Gooding & Company To the casual observer, Ford’s dominance of the 24 Hours of Le Mans in the late 1960s can seem almost monolithic. After all, the winning was all done by GT40s, wasn’t it? While the small-block Mark I cars that triumphed in 1968 and 1969 and the big-block Mark IIs—which brought Ford its first
overall victory at the Circuit de la Sarthe in 1966—shared real visual and mechanical continuity, the 1967 Mark IV was its own thing entirely.The GT40 had been an Anglo-American proposition from the start, with roots in Eric Broadley’s lovely little Lola Mark 6, but the Mark IV was to be a star-spangled affair, meant to erase all doubt that American
know-how was superior to Italian 12-cylinder prancy-horsey voodoo—that it wasn’t the luck of the limeys that had spurred the Yanks on to victory the previous year. Never mind that the winning car had been driven by a pair of Kiwis named Chris Amon and Bruce McLaren. View Photos Mathieu Heurtault/Gooding & Company The Mark IV, if not made
of space-age stuff, was at least made of aerospace-age stuff. Its genesis was what Ford referred to as the J-car, referring to Appendix J of the FIA rulebook, which laid out the specification to which the new racer would hew. The chassis was constructed of aluminum honeycomb with its segments bonded together. The windshield wiper was from a
Boeing 707. It wasn’t, however, quite the crash program one might imagine. Ford had begun work on the J-car with Michigan’s Kar Kraft in 1965 after the GT40’s first disappointing outings at La Sarthe. In fact, the car could have competed in 1966. Ford brought a J-car to France for pre-race testing, along with Amon and McLaren, and by the end of
the day the new machine was the fastest thing out there. The Mark II, then in its second year of competition, seemed to be a safer bet than unleashing a new beast directly into a brutal environment that had, in short order, twice dashed Ford’s aspirations. In retrospect it was the right call.Meanwhile, back in the States, development took a tragic turn.
During testing at the storied Riverside circuit in Southern California in August of ’66, driver Ken Miles was killed in a wreck. The J-car’s breadvan-like bodywork was then reworked to combat high-speed lift, a reshaping that ultimately resulted in the Mark IV. View Photos Mathieu Heurtault/Gooding & Company When Ford returned to Le Mans in
1967 with four Mark IVs, ready to combat Ferrari’s new and formidable P4, there was at least one American driver in each of the cars. Denny Hulme and Lloyd Ruby failed to finish, as did Mario Andretti and Lucien Bianchi. Mark Donohue and Bruce McLaren placed fourth, and, famously, the Texas/California duo of A.J. Foyt and Dan Gurney finished
first, the spraying of victory champagne was invented, and to this day the red #1 car remains one of the most famous vehicles to have won the race.A rules change for 1968 meant that the big-block Mark II and Mark IVs were no longer eligible for competition, so John Wyer dragged out some old Mark Is and managed to pull two more Frankish 24hour victories out of the old cars before Ferdinand Piëch’s Hail Mary Porsche 917s wrote the next chapter of Le Mans dominance. View Photos Mathieu Heurtault/Gooding & Company But what we have here is not one of the cars that turned wheels in anger in Florida or France during 1967, although it has made the trek to Le Mans twice. Ford had
Kar Kraft build 12 Mark IV chassis. In 1970, Harry T. Heinl bought two from Shelby American: J-4, the car that had won Sebring with Andretti and McLaren at the helm, and J-7, the one Andretti crashed at Le Mans. A bare tub, brought to Le Mans as a spare, was part of the deal. Seven years later, the tub wound up in the hands of Brian Angliss (who
later went on to own AC Cars), who also had acquired another tub from Ford. Angliss then sold his cache of Mark IV parts to Rod Leach of Hertfordshire, England, who decided to do something with the agglomeration of pieces. Namely, he decided to build a pair of Mark IVs.The cars were to be numbered J-11 and J-12. The car you see here is J-12.
Leach only had one full set of bodywork, so J-12 got the original nose while J-11 got the original tail. A tunnel-port 427-cubic-inch V-8 was sourced for the car, and a correct T-44 transaxle was found new in crate in England in 1984. Ten years after Leach and Angliss began the odyssey, the car was finished in time to make demonstration laps at that
year’s 24 Hours of Le Mans, two decades after Gurney and Foyt’s victory.Leach sold the car to the current owner in 1994, and in 2015 the FIA issued it a Historic Technical Passport, which allows it to run in FIA-sanctioned historic races, including the Le Mans Classic, although the car has yet to see competition. And while it may not have raced at Le
Mans on the 10th and 11th of June in 1967, at least part of the car was in attendance. And that’s worth something, isn’t it? If it’s worth enough to you, the car will be offered at Gooding & Company’s Amelia Island auction next month. View Photos Mathieu Heurtault/Gooding & Company This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io News > JOHN PETRUCCI Demonstrates His MESA/BOOGIE Mark V Amp Settings December 14th, 2010 For these videos, Dream Theater’s John Petrucci visited Mesa/Boogie’s California factory to
give the world an insight into the way he uses the new Mark V to achieve his tones. He covers his use of Channels 1 and 2 in the first video, and the powerful Channel 3 in the second. Channel 3 includes the sounds of the legendary Mark IIC+ and the Mark IV, two amps that were once staples of John’s rig. Roadrunner Records also conducted a brief
interview with John recently, where they asked him to summarize his thoughts on this eventful year in Dream Theater history. Joined Mar 11, 2006 Messages 59 Reaction score 3 Location Dahlonega I just got my Mesa Boogie Mark IV head and is NICE . However, I can't get enough gain out of this thing. The cleans sounds one can get are phreaking
amazing, the lead tone is sweet, the grunge and vintage sounds are good, but I'm looking for that Metallica rythm distortion and Dream Theater (John Pettrucci) lead settings. There's this guy 'Zorran' that has some kick a$$ recordings online, which many of you've heard ( He is using a Mark IV for all the songs except Apathy. My goal is to get that
exact same tone. There's SO many sounds one can get out this head that I'm still lost finding the right distortion that I can just plug and play and use for practicing Don't be selfish and share your settings!! Joined Mar 11, 2006 Messages 59 Reaction score 3 Location Dahlonega GOT IT!!!!!!!! It took me a little while but finally I found 'the secret.' To
get a lot of heavy distortion I put the master on the lead channel to only "1." That compresses the volume so it lets all the gain out, then just turn up the volume on the amp and you have a bad ass distortion . After that one can mess with the eq and get all kinds of tones, right now I have the mids all the way up on the lead channel and mids scooped
out on the eq and it sounds pretty heavy. I know, I know scooped mids = bad. I'll keep posting my findings I was just about to post that. Here's some 'info' for ya. The Treble/Presence/Lead Drive/Channel Vol are all 'gain' stages. The higher you put them, the more gain you'll get outta it. The main thing I found was to get the lows out of the graphic eq
and not from the low control. I usually set that to between 3-4 and then the mids in the 5 or 6 zone, the highs around 7 and the gain and drive around 8-9. Experiment to taste. The tricky thing about the IV's is that in order to get such incredible versatility the controls are very touchy. Joined Dec 1, 2004 Messages 413 Reaction score 67 Location New
Jersey A few years back, well I guess it's more like 10 years or so back, I was buddy buddy with a salesman at a music store in Tucson who used to work for Mesa. When I got my MKIII, he told me that with Mesas, the "Bass" knob is essentially useless, (and as stated above, add it with the graphic) that it just adds a subsonic "flub" to your tone.
However, as Roger said, they ARE gain stages, so you can't turn it all the way down. But you can roll it down to like 1 or 2 and get it's gain, minus it's "flub". I don't know if it applies to Rectos, but he said it's the case with Mark series as well as TriAxis' (plural?) which is what he had. After that, I was able to dial in my MKIII to near perfection. What I
thought could've been a tube issue, turned out to be just the bass knob. It was my first tube amp, I didn't know! On my MKIII, I set my Bass to 2, Mid to 4, and Treble to 9, Presence 10. My gains stay at 7, and my lead master stays between 2-3. All my pulls are out (shift, bright, and deep). My EQ is usually like an offset U. If all the way down is 0, and
all the way up is 100, I'd say from left to right it's 75, 60, 50, 55, 80-85. The mid and the high sliders get the most variation though. These settings on my Mesa = Jake tone I don't know if any of that helps, as I don't know how close these settings would carry over to a MKIV, but the principle may help some. Every amp is different, and I can say be
patient. It took me a while to realize how much my sound was my sound with my amp. I tried a MKIIB combo at a local GC the other day. Plugged it into a Marshall Mode4 cab (Only thing readily available... unfortunately this store is new so they don't carry M/B anything). And after some tweaking This thing had some fucking growl to it! Only problem
is there was no 'thud' to the tone. I blame the cab. Joined Sep 1, 2005 Messages 3,491 Reaction score 1,059 Location UK I've been using my producers Mark IV for my bands new cd that's going to be self released soon. The tone he got out of it was awesome! he didn't even dial in alot of gain but it just sounded huge and gave an awesome thug to the
sound Joined Jul 9, 2004 Messages 13,724 Reaction score 1,053 Location Nebula, Ohio someday, i will own a Mark IV. and it will be cool Joined Aug 17, 2004 Messages 31,422 Reaction score 7,928 Location Somerville, MA You know, listening to "Vulvacure," that's a rhythm sound I could live with, and I've never suceeded in getting one of those from a
Mark-IV. What sort of guitar is he using there? I could conceivably see myself going amp shopping again. You know, listening to "Vulvacure," that's a rhythm sound I could live with, and I've never suceeded in getting one of those from a Mark-IV. What sort of guitar is he using there? I could conceivably see myself going amp shopping again. Dude,
don't you know it. That Zorran cat has just got a monster sound. It's one of the most awesome rhythm sounds I've ever heard. Joined Aug 17, 2004 Messages 31,422 Reaction score 7,928 Location Somerville, MA Equipment used: Guitars : Yamaha Pacifica Sereis 4,ESP MH201,Fender '97 US Strat,Fender Mex Strat,ESP h201,Ibanez SZ 320,Ibanez SZ
520 Walden and Takamine Acoustics.Soon to come : LTD HB 400 and Schecter C1 classic. FX : Sansamp PSA 1,Alesis Midiverb 4, TC Electronic G Major,POD XT Pro,Digitech Whammy,Boss SD-1, Boss Ns 2, Boss LS 2, Boss CH 1, Boss DD5, Korg DT 10, Dunlop GCB 95. Amps : Mesa Boogie Mark IV, Genz Benz G Flex 2x12,Line 6 Flextone III,Stranger
Cube 40 Preamp : Studio Projects VTB 1 Controller : Behringer FCB1010 Card : RME Multiface Mics : Shure SM57,SM58, Rode NT3, Studio Projects C1 Monitors : Tapco S 5s Interesting. I think those are all passive-equipped, right? Joined Aug 3, 2005 Messages 17,872 Reaction score 4,982 Location Boston I love the MK4 setting on the Triaxis. I see
why people love these so much now. Joined Aug 9, 2005 Messages 42 Reaction score 2 Location New Zealand yeah.... zorran is the man, and a good mate \m/ The key is having a nice gat, and cab in with with the markiv head. The treble and presence control a bit of gain and dist/saturation try the bass on 0,mids on 0, treble on 7-8, and presence on 67. have the gain pulled and on around 8, with the graphic in the typical 'V' shape. Have the mid gain switch on, and have it in pentode mode on the back. Zorran did that clip with a genz benz g-flex 2x12 and some condensor mike at fairly conservative levels (hence the condensor) A lot has to do with the playing as much as the amp........ the man has
the skillz yo \m/ fyi- a lot of zorran's tunes where done with a podxt pro as well. Thank you all for your comments, i am both surprised and glad you enjoyed it . I havent put up anything in close to 6 or 7 months so its quite surprising to hear of people finding it now Atm, im digging active EMGs, some of those songs were recorded with a couple of
tracks of active pickups. the amp used to belong to the above james boyd, who swapped it with me for a 5150 and $1000 NZ which is a bragain and james bro, sorry to say it but you got ripped Thank you all for your comments, i am both surprised and glad you enjoyed it . I havent put up anything in close to 6 or 7 months so its quite surprising to hear
of people finding it now Atm, im digging active EMGs, some of those songs were recorded with a couple of tracks of active pickups. the amp used to belong to the above james boyd, who swapped it with me for a 5150 and $1000 NZ which is a bragain and james bro, sorry to say it but you got ripped Awesome, you showed up. Welcome, dude. Your
tone just fucking RULES. (Your playing is great, too.) I'm the cat who e-mailed you. Glad to see you around here. Spefically tone-wise, what did you use for say 'Surrounded' (probably the best metal tone I've ever heard). Vulvacure and Release are also top notch. Hell, everything was cool. Guitar? We know the amp is Mark IV and the G-Major. How
about some settings? And how did you record this song? Software, plug-ins, mics, etc. Dish, man! The finished product is just awesome. These songs are so smooth I was tempted to take them to my studio and have my singer sing over them, to see how vox would work with them, ha ha. Great work. Absolutely fantastic. Hey DarkWolf, As far as
recording goes on that clip,i used an LTD h201 emg 81 through my mark IV with the gmajor in the loop through a genz benz 2x12 (a killer 2x12 with the mark IV) and 2 tracks of an ibanez sz 320 with a duncan JB.dean markley 13-56s in drop C. Micd up with a studio projects c1 through a behringer mic200. yes, a behringer. to my audiophiles 2496
card. recorded in nuendo 2.i do believe it is the condenser that lets you get that a more in your face sound at lower levels. i didnt use any plugins on those guitars, just blended them in with each other. as for eq, its generally the V shape. although people say scooping is bad etc, the mark IV on a flat eq sounds like a car horn. gotta take some of them
mids out..i hardly ever let the 750 hz slider move above the very bottom marker. the 80hz slider for that song was a wee bit over half, the second slider really close, and very last slider was a bit over half as well. and the 2nd to last slider from the right, was a centimetre or so below it. both my gains were pulled. and the bass and mids taken out from
the pre eq section. rreble on 9. prescence was on 1 or 2. bear in mind that these setting wont work on most other cabs..the genz benz was distinctive. on a regular cab (like my current mesa std with v 30s) , the 80 hz and 6600 hz sliders are alot higher, and the prescence knob is about 5. to get a thick kinda sound..id definately recco 4 tracks with 2
different sounding guitars, but that could get sloppy if you dont exactly know what to do with all the frequencies. that being said vulvacure was only doubletracked. its sloppy as is, but i was hella stoned in my defense hope this helps Joined May 5, 2005 Messages 3,028 Reaction score 38 Location Tallahassee, FL Hey Zorran, which amp model did you
use on the PodXT on Apathy?
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